HACHIKEN road pass restrictions

Updated on Aug. 20, 2015

HACHIKEN road (the road connecting NU1 and MLF building from the Main Control Building) that is part of the fuel transportation road at the J-PARC site has been passable from Aug. 3, 2015. To pass the road, please follow the guard's instruction as below.

HACHIKEN road is located in grid No. H-3 in the guide map.

Pedestrians and bicycles are admitted. Cars are not admitted.

Passable from 8:00am to 6:00pm (Weekends and JAEA holidays are excluded.)
Show you User ID card to the guards at the gate, and promptly pass the road. To enter the site at the opposite gate, show your User ID card to the guards again.
Tailgating, over tracking, turning away and stagnation are prohibited.
Must be obedient to the guards in case of an emergency.